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Faculty of Psychology
Faculty of Psychology Mission and vision

The Faculty of Psychology&rsquo;s mission is to achieve the best of teaching methods for students, the generation of
new knowledge being supported by the modern literature and by preparing services for Unit-Pz, the region, country and
society.
The specific mission on essential studies of psychology is to provide students with an understanding of a) mental
structure and the processes which is below the experience and individual behaviour of people, b) scientific methodology
upon in which a knowledge base is gained, c) the critical thinking skills necessary to evaluate scientific claims related to
the behaviours and d) the application of scientific principles on personal and social issues.
Vision
Psychology would be in developmental centre of humanity. It once was considered as a new science is converting into
one of the most spread scientific disciplines in the west culture. Study of human beings&rsquo; behaviour presents the
untouched zone on scientific explorations of the world nature. The vision of the Faculty of Psychology is to redesign
programs continuously in order to reflect changes of this science and the huge potential that this faculty possesses in
solving health problems.

Psychology is an attractive study science upon the human behaviour in family, in society and at work. This science has to
do with a large number of other disciplines such as, biology, sociology, philosophy, marketing etc. A common factor that
has to do with people who study psychology is curiosity and knowledge research. There are many reasons of studying
psychology.
Psychology is challenging that can be answered on many questions like: Does psychotherapy help in getting through
psychological problems like disturbances? Are we able to improve our unwittingly behaviours?
Psychology is useful
Psychology has a wide application in everyday life beginning with some of them such as, stress, health, artificial
intelligence, personal development, social interaction and the environment. Psychology offers a good career perspective.
There are a large number of careers in psychology and also the skills that you learn will also be ready to get transferred
into your career. These skills include oral and written communication skills, the use of computer, abilities for solving
problems and the ability to undertake scientific research.
About the Faculty of Psychology &ndash; FPUPz
The mentioned fact that psychology as a science covers other disciplines makes the psychology aligns with other most
popular ones for university studies. In addition, there is also the students&rsquo; interest on this field and which lines
this faculty as the most required one.
The reason that human behaviour is multiple defined; the psychology study requires integration of other scientific
disciplines in order to understand psychological phenomena better. The program of Faculty of Psychology reflects
exactly this approach in two levels. Faculty of Psychology&rsquo;s point of view is that psychology includes knowledge
for us and others and it makes decisions effectively for approaches towards obliged subjects.
The essential program focuses on providing the solid knowledge on research programs and wider exposure in three
spheres: a) knowledge, emotion and motivation, b) psychobiology/neurology and c) individual and social processes.
Faculty of Psychology gives you an opportunity for basic studies (Bachelor) and another two years for post graduating
studies (Master) based on the Bologna Declaration 3+2.
If you join the FPUPz, you as a student or a visitor will be provided a comfortable University environment.
The future students
The psychology science provides sufficient knowledge to understand human behaviours by using scientific methods. The
study of this science enables you to build a sufficient knowledge base which finds application in other fields like
economics, education, law and other social fields. Students with their background in psychology have the opportunity to
become part of research in governmental or non-governmental organizations or to begin their own explorations for
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advancing this science in this side of the world.
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